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WELCOME FROM CECI

     This Mastery Kit and the After A Breakup H.E.L.P.™ Master Class it’s based on  
     are for women just like you who want answers and need help after a painful  
     breakup. Breakups provide us with a powerful opportunity to up-level our lives,  
     but we tend to miss it for the heartache, devastation and grief that generally  
     come with breaking up.  

When we feel sad, angry, lost, and afraid, it’s natural to question what happened, doubt ourselves, point 
fingers at them, or slip into depression. It takes awareness and dedicated action to turn this pain into our gain. 
No one can better our lives but us. The problem is we don’t know how. So where does that leave us?  

This Mastery Kit gives you four simple, effective tools to start bettering your life today. I know they work 
because they helped me better mine. You can start here, now. As I like to say: nothing changes if you change 
nothing. 

I’m Ceci Zúñiga and I’m on a mission: to help you reclaim your peace, happiness, and sovereignty. You can 
learn more about me and what I do at: www.drcecizuniga.com. I am truly honored to be a part of your soul’s 
journey. 

Your amazing life is waiting for you. Let’s not delay any longer.

http://www.drcecizuniga.com
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INTRODUCTION
Going through a breakup can feel devastating. Our lives are torn apart and we are often left to pick up the 
pieces alone. There is so much to do but we don’t have the motivation or energy to do it. We feel broken 
and defeated every day. And it takes everything we’ve got just to keep going. 

Many women spend years cycling in this pain and loneliness. We wonder where things went wrong and 
agonize over what we could have done differently. We want to fix it and figure it out. We want answers 
that aren’t available. Some women jump into a new relationship, wrongly believing it holds the answers 
they seek, but later find out it doesn’t. Other women get caught in the fantasy that things will be different 
if they reunite, turning their love into a on-again/off-again trap, afraid if they let go, they will miss out on 
love altogether. Once fear creeps in, it’s easy to get stuck. This is the first stage of a breakup. 

But none of these things solve the problems and eventually we reach the second stage of a breakup: 
accepting the loss of the relationship, letting it go and properly grieving it. This stage is essential to 
reaching the third stage, and it’s the third stage I’m interested in for you. 

The third stage of a breakup is when we use our breakup to gain power rather than to lose it. In this 
stage, we recognize the experience as an opportunity for our soul to grow. We dig deep to face what 
we’d rather not, heal what needs healing, and uplift ourselves above painful life conditions. Once we 
reach this stage, things can truly change. This stage takes dedicated action using specific techniques 
that teach us to let go of what no longer serves, heal our wounds, and rewire our programming so we can 
make the changes we want. And then…we’re on our way to that magic we so desperately want in life.
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So…the first step to freeing yourself from your current pain is to shift your focus. Did you know your focus 
steers your energy, and your energy feeds and grows what you see in your life? An easy way to 
remember this is: Your energy flows where your attention goes.  

Stop to consider where your attention is going these days. What are you feeding and growing in your life 
right now?  Do you feel confident, peaceful and happy? Do you wake up excited and looking forward to 
what’s next? If not, you are feeding and growing the wrong things. 

Imagine what your life could be like if you used all your thoughts and energy to feed and grow something 
different for yourself…Wow! 

If you “get” this but have no idea where to begin, you are definitely in the right place. To  truly change 
your life, you must do something different from what you’ve already done. You must step out of your 
comfort zone and reach for what may feel uncomfortable or impossible. Because that is where true 
change lies—beyond what your conditioned self says you already know. So get ready. 

This Mastery Kit gives you four simple tools to help you break free of your conditioned self and step into a 
new arena. When you consciously change what arena you stand in, life responds.  

These tools may be brand new to you, or they may be familiar. Either way, using them now with the 
intention of changing your life for the better, brings a new energy to them, and to your life.  

Watch how quickly your conditioned mind jumps in with all its reason why this won’t work. This is exactly 
the kind of mental default pattern these tools help change. It’s time for an update! So let’s get started…
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Tool #1

Trust that new love  
is waiting for you
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For whatever the reasons, the partnership you had with your ex has ended.  

Stop investing your energy in the hope that the situation will change. It will; people and things 
change constantly, but you can’t predict or control how or why.  

Attaching your energy to the past keeps you stuck and suffering over something that has changed, 
that you can’t predict, and that you can’t control. All this does is waste the time and energy you 
have to move your life forward toward whatever is next. 

Wanting things to be different than they are is a problem for three main reasons:  
1. because rejecting what is will not change things 
2. because rejecting what is keeps you stuck in the past and locks you into a cycle of suffering 
3. because rejecting what is puts your focus there, telling the Universe you want more of it, not 

less 

The Universe does not distinguish between want and don’t want. It just notes what you focus on 
and gives you MORE of it. 

So let’s start shifting your focus right now to heal your heartache and move your life forward. It 
starts with you. There are amazing possibilities awaiting you when you open to love! This simple 
visualization meditation helps you viscerally connect with those possibilities. 
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1. Find a comfortable, private place to sit and close your eyes. Stretch your spine tall, relax your 
shoulders down and let your heart center lift up and open. Rest your hands gently in your lap. 

2. Connect your attention to your breath as it sweeps in and out of your body. Invite yourself to 
release tension and relax a bit more with each breath. Allow any thoughts or feelings that arise 
to float past without attachment. 

3. Then, place your left palm over your heart and rest your right palm on top of it.  

4. Take in a long, slow breath to the count of 5, focusing your attention on your heart. Pause and 
hold the breath in to a count of 5. Then exhale slowly and deliberately to a count of 5, keeping 
your attention on your heart. 

5. Continue breathing in this way—inhaling to a count of 5, holding to a count of 5, and exhaling 
to a count of 5—a total of five times. To each of these breaths, add the next step. 

6. As you inhale, imagine filling your heart with pure, divine love; as you exhale, imagine yourself 
in the present, your past gently fading away behind you, and your future open with infinite 
possibilities filled with love. 

Action #1: Open To Love
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Stand in the power of  
the present moment

Tool #2
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Stop telling yourself stories that keep you stuck in the past or guessing about the future. Neither 
one directly relates to your life today. 

If you are doing any of these, you are stuck in the past or future: 
• replaying stories about your relationship or what happened 
• blaming, judging, begrudging or ill-wishing yourself or your ex 
• trying to explain, defend, rationalize, convince or otherwise change your ex’s mind 
• obsessively thinking about your ex 
• seeking revenge or retribution 
• withholding or punishing 
• gossiping or bad-mouthing 
• making assumptions or guesses about your life or your ex’s life 
• making guesses, predictions or projections about your or your ex’s future 
• clinging to justification or righteousness 
• believing things will never change, improve, or be that good again 

What matters today is the wisdom you’ve gained and how you’ve grown as a person. 

The past is behind you; the future is an unknown. The present moment is your place of power 
because in this moment, you are perfectly positioned between your past and future with free will, 
new wisdom, and infinite possibility. It is time to reclaim your place of power, to pull your energy 
out of the past or future and come fully present.  
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1. Find a comfortable, private place to sit, ideally outside. Rest your hands gently in your lap. 
Invite your body to release and your breath to relax and slow down. 

2. Look around you. What do you notice? What creatures do you see? What colors? What 
plants? Is there a breeze or is the air still? Is the sky clear blue, sunny, or cloudy? Is it cool or 
warm? Does the air feel dry or damp? What sounds do you hear? What smells do you smell? 
What sensations do you feel? Taste anything? 

3. Now gently close your eyes. What changes when you close your eyes?  

4. Keep your eyes closed and listen. How far can you hear? Do you hear anything new? Just 
notice. 

5. Keep your eyes closed and smell. Do you smell anything new? Just notice. 

6. Now feel. Do you feel anything touching you? Just notice.  

7. Sit quietly with your eyes closed for several moments and just be with what is. Let any 
thoughts and feelings pass through without attachment. In this moment, all is okay. You are 
safe. This is presence—no thoughts of past or future—just presence with what is. 

8. After a few moments, gently open your eyes. Has anything shifted? Just notice.                        

Action #2: Step Into The Present
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Break free of useless 
emotional cycling

Tool #3
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Stop regretting, punishing, and blaming yourself or your ex. Regret keeps you stuck in the past, 
punishment hurts, and blame steals the power and energy you need to move forward.  

The reality is that relationships involve risk. They are complicated and there are no guarantees. 
We do not enter into them with the intention of hurting or being hurt (the exception being perhaps 
deeply wounded or pathological individuals).  

We enter into them freely with open, willing hearts to see where our love and combined energies 
might take us. We risk our hearts over and over again because at our core, we long for the depth 
and beauty of unconditional love. 

Our relationships grow and change as we grow and change. In the end, no matter how pleasant or 
painful, relationships are a pathway to healing and discovering our most true selves. 

The most intimate relationships we have invite us to heal the things that keep us from 
unconditional love and from being our true selves in the world. 

Regret, punishment and blame rob you of any opportunity to evolve past today’s dramas. Break 
free of emotional cycling to reclaim your personal power. 
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Action #3: Break Free 
To break free of useless emotional cycling, you must shift your thoughts. What you think, you also 
feel and say. Replace your punishing and blaming thoughts with inspiring and empowering ones 
instead. Here is how: 

• Use the form below to make a list of 10 empowering statements that inspire you. This will be 
your “go to” list. Keep it with you. Write down more than 10 if they come to you. 

• When you catch yourself in a cycle of regret, punishment, or blame, imagine those thoughts as 
train cars racing down a track and stop that train! Imagine you pull the emergency brake. Then 
imagine you pick up that train and place it on a new track that only holds empowering and 
inspiring thoughts. Then…and this is important: 

• Pick one of the empowering statements from your “go to” list. Find a mirror. Look at yourself in 
the mirror and say the statement out loud to yourself three times. If you can’t find a mirror, say 
the statement aloud to yourself three times anyway. Eventually you will “get” that it’s true. 

If emotion arises, let it move through without attachment, like a train rolling past. Here are some 
examples: “All is perfect just as it is.” “My heart belongs to me.” “Now I know.” “I am not a victim.” “I 
am whole and free.” “I can do this!” “I am a smart, capable woman.” 
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1. ___________________________________________________________________________ 

2. ___________________________________________________________________________ 

3. ___________________________________________________________________________ 

4. ___________________________________________________________________________ 

5. ___________________________________________________________________________ 

6. ___________________________________________________________________________ 

7. ___________________________________________________________________________ 

8. ___________________________________________________________________________ 

9. ___________________________________________________________________________ 

10. ___________________________________________________________________________

10 Empowering Statements
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Build peace  
& happiness within

Tool #4
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Stop attaching your sense of peace and happiness to people or things outside of yourself. When 
you do so, it means that for you to feel at peace and happy inside, those people or things—and 
your relationship to them—must stay exactly the same.  

Which is impossible.  

We live in a dynamic Universe; everything changes all the time. Inevitably, what you attach your 
peace and happiness to will change, leaving you at the mercy of how it changes. Eventually the 
things in your life will change and their current form will go away either by decision or death.  

True, lasting peace and happiness is forged within. It is a state of being that is untouchable by 
external events, influences and circumstances.    

How do you build inner peace and happiness? At its core, it is the art of loving yourself. And like 
everything we learn, this takes dedicated, regular practice.  

Nothing changes without your focus, because remember—your focus steers your energy, and your 
energy feeds and grows the things in your life. Action #4 may seem simple but it’s powerful! 
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Action #4: Build Inner Peace  
& Happiness 

There are many ways to build peace and happiness internally. Today, try this simple one I learned 
to focus your energy on the positive and build an attitude of gratitude: 

In the morning upon waking and before you rise from bed, or while on your morning commute, take 
a few moments to imagine in your mind’s eye visiting each room of your home.  

As you imagine looking around each room, say a word of thanks for something it provides you:  

“I am grateful for warm showers and soft towels.” 
“I am grateful for clothes and undergarments.” 
“I am grateful for good, nourishing food.” 
“I am grateful for my books and desk.” 
“I am grateful for my television and all the inspiring, entertaining shows I watch.” 
“I am grateful for my soft pillow, warm blanket, and comfy bed.” 
Etc… 

On the next page is a list of 20 more ideas to build inner peace and happiness. Pick one of the 
activities on the list every day and do it, or create 10 of your own by filling in the blanks in the table 
provided.
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Have a special supper Write a love letter to 
yourself

Do Yoga Visit a sacred place

Nature walks Create art Sit in silent presence Essential Oil baths
Gratitude attitude Dance Sing your heart out Get a massage
Spiritual connection Find joy in what is Buy yourself flowers Write poetry
Prayer and blessings Meditate Hide love notes for 

yourself
Professional guidance

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Congratulations! 
You made it to the end of this Mastery Kit! 

You just did something very special, wonderful and loving for yourself. 

Because the truth is, only about 3% of everyone who downloads this free gift will ever read 
this sentence. I’m very glad YOU did.  

You just  took some of your power back by claiming four powerful tools to help you stop 
suffering and break up with your breakup! Now you can use them to start unhooking from 
the past, opening up to the possibilities of the future, coming present and building an 
amazing life for yourself. 

With dedication like yours, you can absolutely get beyond your breakup to share your 
special gifts and your life with others in a fulfilling, inspiring way. True change takes 
dedicated action and commitment from you, and YOU are worth it! 

Time to get started and rock this Mastery Kit! Pick one of these tools and use it now. Then 
use at least one every day for the next three months and see how different you feel… 

And when you’re ready for the next step, the one that sets you up for your most happy life, 
jump into my After A Breakup H.E.L.P.™ Master Class for a dive deep into solutions that 
work.


